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Proof in the Pudding
So, these Cabal Rats are using geo-engineering and staying within the ENMOD Treaty by (supposedly) deploying it against hapless "United States Citizens" who just happen to live among all the rest of us.

Here's a blast for the "UN Security Council"--- the Americans living in these states are NOT "domestic" with respect to the "United States" ---- UCC 9 (307) h--- "The location of the United States: the United States is located in the District of Columbia...."

Do either Texas or Florida look like they are near the District of Columbia? No? Well, then, Rocket Scientists at NASA and GE and elsewhere, you are in violation of the ENMOD Treaty and are "testing" your weather weapons-- not against "domestic targets" but against the civilian population of the United States of America, Unincorporated.
We have every right to arrest and hang you all. And you had better jerk-swift and stop this nonsense before we put an end to your organizations and your "charters", too.

We might as well give the vermin a lesson in what it means to be a "child of God".

"Hurricane Irma" is bearing down on Florida in the wake of "Hurricane Harvey" hitting Texas last week and those responsible for these geo-engineered events are feeling pretty impressed with themselves. They have spent many millions of our dollars to be able to push the Jet Stream around, but you know what?

We can push the Jet Stream around, too. And we don't need any fancy equipment to do it. We just need to focus our attention in the right way, and we can whip and whirl the jet stream where we want it to go---- which in this case, is straight back into the middle of the Atlantic Ocean.

Now follow these simple directions.

Go take a look at the weather survey maps that show "Irma" bearing down on the Florida Peninsula. Got that "aerial view" firmly in mind?

Okay, now find a quiet spot and visualize being high above the surface of the Earth, at about "satellite height"--- so that you can look down on Irma from the aerial view, but now instead of seeing a satellite picture, you are mentally standing in subspace and seeing it with your own eyes, looking down at the top of the whirling white hurricane and its epicenter.

As you pause you will gradually become aware of a faintly glowing grid of light, like a fisherman's net wrapped around the globe.

So, float over to where you see the lines of the net intersect each other, pick up that point of intersection and start dragging the net back out into the Atlantic. As you do, you will see that the Hurricane follows the net, like a big fish that is caught and unable to resist the pull.
So go haul in the "net" and see where that leaves the rats.
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